8. Credits

The user can buy credits to use as visibility options or to post ads. Each credit has a valid period of 12 months. When purchasing a new credit, it is automatically extended for 12 more months. In no way can the user claim reimbursement for any bought or offered credits.

9. Subscription

Once the User subscribes to EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE’s service, he/she makes a contractual commitment of a month, which is automatically renewed. The User may terminate his/her contract at any time by sending a registered letter with acknowledgement of receipt at: EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE, 88500 Ambitou – France. The User thus has the right to cancel and reimbursement for 60 days from the date of the contract termination by EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE (date as per the postmark).

The internet user can rent advertising spaces on the ECI websites for a limited time set in the quote for the advertising campaign. The displayed price is a single price, which includes the charge of any possible tax. A contract is considered as cleared. Unless stated otherwise in the contract, the advertising banners, created by ECI for the client, remain the property of ECI and cannot be used for any other purposes than those of the advertising campaign.

11. Personal Data

Any complaint or objections should be submitted in writing to the following address:

Headquarters: EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE – Le moulin Collet – 88500 Ambitou, France.

The present contract is subject to French law. In the event of a dispute concerning the present contract or the interpretation of any of its provisions, the parties will seek, before any legal action, an amicable agreement and will communicate to this effect all the necessary elements of information. If no amicable agreement is reached within a maximum of one month, the Commercial Court of EPINAL shall have sole jurisdiction in settling any lawsuit or dispute resulting from the present contract. If the defendant client is a private person, the competent court in the event of litigation will be determined by the place of residence of the defendant. The present contract is concluded in French, in one copy for the User, and as indicated on the website, for the Seller. No subsequent document and no amendment of the contract, irrespective of the form thereof, shall be effective between the parties without taking the form of an additional clause duly dated and signed by them. If any one of the clauses of the present contract is found to be void, null or contrary to a current legal decision having become definitive, it shall therefore be deemed as not written but nevertheless shall not lead to the nullity of the remainder of the contract. The User thereby declare that any of the parties does not claim the application of any clause of the contract or acquiesces to its breach, either permanently or temporarily, and that he or she accepts such acquiescence by that party of its rights resulting from the said clause.

12. Force majeure

EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE puts all the necessary precautions to ensure the confidentiality and security of the data transmitted online. For that purpose, the websites use a SSL (Secure Socket Layer) payment protocol.

13. Image rights

Any proprietary and intellectual property rights, rights of disclosure or any other privacy rights are reserved by the Service provider (ECI), unless otherwise indicated in the photographs or illustrations. In the case of unauthorized use of his/her credit card, the client should contact, at his/her earliest convenience, EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE’s customer service at: +33 3 29 29 29 30.


EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE’s computer systems in conditions of reasonable safety shall be considered as evidence and shall be deemed as such in the absence of a manifest error on the part of EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE’s computer systems. EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE’s CMS information system have probative value as to the orders placed by the user. The data on computer or electronic support constitute valid evidence and as such, are admissible in the same conditions and with the same probative force as any received and stored written document. The offers and contracts resulting from the commercial activity of the Website are protected by the ready and reliable and sustainable media in order to provide a trustworthy, exploitable copy in compliance with the article 1348 of the French Civil Code.

EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE’s websites are to be considered solely as media for listing classified ads. Therefore, the Internet user shall indemnify EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE against any damages resulting from such circumstances and shall protect EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE against any claim and demand which may result from these circumstances. It shall be stated that EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE does not interfere in any transactions between buyers and sellers.

5. Responsibility

The listed classified ads are edited and validated under the sole responsibility of the Service users. In order to avoid any false claims, EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE invites the User to check his/her classified ad as soon as it is online.

3.4. Duration of service

In cases of late payment, a charge equal to 3 times the legal interest rate will be required, and a lump sum allowance of €40 as recovery cost will be applied (Article L.441-6 of the French Civil Code).

The User undertakes to describe with the greatest accuracy the vehicle for sale. Should the vehicles be sold during the listing period, the vendors promise to immediately remove their classified ads.

5. Responsibility

The classified ads listed on the website during the entire duration of the subscription, as long as the User does not remove it. At any moment, the User can access his/her interface and delete the classified ad.

3.2. The User can submit a classified ad by completing and validating the special online form on one of the websites. Once validated, the User undertakes to check his/her classified ad as soon as it is online.

3.3. Because classified ads are processed immediately after their validation, the Service provider (ECI) reserves the right to refuse him/her access to this Service.

3.1. All classified ads are created by the Service users. In order to create his/her classified ad, the User must first register on the websites managed by EUROPE CAMIONS INTERACTIVE.

3.2. The User can submit a classified ad by completing and validating the special online form on one of the websites. Once validated, the User undertakes to check his/her classified ad as soon as it is online.